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Body: Background: Arterial blood gases (ABGs) are the gold standard to assess acid-base balance,
ventilation and blood oxygenation. However, using venous blood gases (VBGs) could avoid the pain and
complications associated to ABGs. No studies have assessed if VBGs are comparable to ABGs in reaching
the same diagnosis of normal vs. abnormal pH, CO2, and HCO3-. Objectives: To assess the diagnostic
accuracy of VBGs compared to ABGs. Methods: All patients presenting to the emergency department of
Kingston General Hospital who required ABGs were eligible for the study. Emergency physicians or
residents obtained ABG samples from radial, brachial, or femoral arteries on 218 patients. Nurses
immediately drew VBG samples from peripheral veins. Blood gas analyses were performed on the
Radiometer ABL 500 and 520 gas analyzers. We calculated the sensitivity and specificity of VBGs, using
ABGs as the gold standard. Published normal venous (only one complete set of normal VBGs found) and
arterial values were used to determine normal vs abnormal results for pH, CO2, and HCO3-. Results: As
shown in table 1, VBGs had low sensitivity and/or specificity for detecting most blood gas abnormalities; this
could lead to common misdiagnoses and mismanagement of patients.

Accuracy of VBGs compared to ABGs

Sensitivity (%) Specificity (%) False Abnormal (%) False Normal (%)

pH 77 80 20 23

PCO2 75 64 36 25

HCO3 95 69 31 5

Conclusion: Given the high proportion of false normal and abnormal results using currently available venous
blood normal values, VBGs cannot replace ABGs to diagnose acid-base or ventilatory derangements.
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